THE INSPIRATION

THE IDEA
Create a world-class putting and chipping experience that
provides for both fun and serious practice options for users of
Deerpath Golf Course. Inspired by the public-access Ladies'
Putting Course in St. Andrews, Scotland, "putting lawns" are the
popular new craze at many resort and private clubs across the
US.

SYNTHETIC LESSON TEE

BACKWARD 3-HOLE ROUTING (A,B,C)

THE LAWN AT DEERPATH would be the first of its kind at a public
venue in the Chicago-land area. The 30,000 square foot
bentgrass green would cater to all ages and abilities, offering
putting and short-game chipping practice for the serious golfer
while providing a fun "after-golf" putting experience for kids,
families and group outings.

FORWARD 3-HOLE ROUTING (1,2,3)
THE HIMALAYAS ST. ANDREWS, SCOTLAND
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The original putting course at the famed Home of Golf, open to the
public and enjoyed by all ages and abilities.

THE PURPOSE

PUTTING COURSE
(1 - 18)

Serve the Community:
Ø Provide a fun facility for growing the Discover Golf Junior
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SWALE OR HOLLOW (TYP)
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THE PUNCHBOWL BANDON DUNES, OREGON
The 100,000 sf putting course at Mike Keiser's Bandon Dunes resort
is a collection of natural hills and dales that guests can explore.
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15' PERIMETER
CHIPPING
FAIRWAY

ROLL OR RIDGE (TYP)
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THE DETAILS
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Program, teaching youth and beginners the FUNdamentals
of golf in an unintimidating environment
Ø Enhance and attract adult and youth community programs,
filling the "funnel" for future Deerpath patrons
Ø Complement the future indoor learning facility
Ø Extend opportunities for use by outings or other group
gatherings for post-golf fun or as an alternative to the
traditional 18-hole play day
Ø Provide possible low-impact LED lighting to allow evening
play and further extend growth opportunities
Ø Create a fun, family atmosphere that appeals to all golfer
types including the serious season pass holder and the
beginner or occasional recreational player

A 30,000 square foot bentgrass green, including:
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SYNTHETIC TEE
(TYP)

Ø A variety of hills, dales and swales that can be laid out as an
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18-hole putting course with fun twists and turns
Ø A 15-ft wide fairway/collar surrounding all sides for use in
chipping practice from a variety of uphill, downhill and side
hill lies
Ø Two central bunkers aimed strategically to provide safe sand
practice options
Ø A synthetic tee line for group lessons and use during
inclement weather
Ø A three-hole junior routing played from synthetic tees that
can be played both forward and backward to a variety of pin
locations
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THISTLE DEW PINEHURST, NORTH CAROLINA
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Thistle Dhu features 18 holes of mind-bending journeys designed to
entertain everyone in the family, from beginner to the scratch player.

SAND BUNKER (TYP)

THE DRUMLIN ERIN HILLS, WISCONSIN
Lit by low-impact LED lighting, the 63,000 sf putting course at Erin Hills
can be enjoyed both day and night by individuals and outing groups.
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